bodyfuture - Say "good bye" to the terrestrial body
Launching spacecraft is an everyday event seen on the TV in morning news shows. Ina story on Mars exploration, a CBS newswoman asked, "Now, are we going toMars?" as if she was talking about going to Manhattan or Florida. Few are bewildered by this kind of things. Given the biological and
nonbiological evolution to come, almost every form of fashion is trivial. Fashion appeals to us only when we are attached to our bodies that have evolved within the confines of terrestrial ecology.
We have already set out for the direction toward abandoning the terrestrial way of being. The old astronaut John Glenn returned to the space not because of the countdown to "space travel for everyone"in the near future, but because of the striking similarity between aging --physiological decline of
the human body-- on the earth and the degeneration of muscles and bones in the space. There's a great concern about the fact that our bodies -- our long companions -- are not spaceworthy. We are pressed to decide when and how we should have done with ourbodies, which are going to be
useless.
Human beings are still on the way ofevolution. The enormous length of time required for biological evolution is beyond the perception of ordinary people. On the other hand, human "history" is nothing but millenniums. The makeup of our minds have hardly changed in the last 30,000 years. The
people who lived in caves and hunted for their day's games are not much different from modern "civilized" people with respect to the mental elements. The only difference maybe the ability to understand vaguely the status of our unchanged self.
The last fashion is for us the people feeling shame for the second time since expulsion from the paradise. It provides us a guise to conceal our bodies, and also an attire for the ceremony of departure from the gods and spirits associated with terrestrial ecosystems.
Some entities in our neighborhood continue to evolve at a great speed incomparable to that of living organisms.They are machines. Mathematician von Neumann, the father of computers, stipulated that machines can self-reproduce and satisfy basically all requirements for living organisms. The
processing capacity of the central processing unit, sitting at the center of the machine's brains, is growing exponentially. The capacity of machines will soon match the human brains and then excel. As Hans Moravec, who created the Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, said, machines
are our future "mind children."
Marshall McLuhan saw the extension of the human body in the way media developed in the latter half of the 20th century. However, his discourse of extension applies only to the body undergoing the short transient phase from that time to the near future. Nowadays, 30 years after McLuhan, our
focus is gradually shifting from extending the body to breaking out of the body. To separate the consciousness from the body means putting an end to the historical controversy about "body and mind." Somewhere in the future, human beings will have to decide whether they should upload their
consciousness into machines, or they should surrender the role as the master of the world to machines that are superior to them.
This is not a cyberpunk story. Felix Guattari, already in 1987, foresaw thatt he subjectivity of machines would not be placed under the reorganized subjectivity on the part of human beings, but there would be the subjectivity of machines created anew. Unfortunately, his heart stopped beating
before he told this in detail.
Let's talk again about more physical (nearer to the body) things. The life span of human beings will soon be twice as long as it is. We have much to do, and we must do it making use of our bodies that are going to be useless. Given such missions, the parts of the body losing functions may need to
be supplemented mechanically or biologically, and this notion, if you think over it, is taken for granted by many.
If you acknowledge this notion, youshould be able to understand the themes that must be developed in arts and fashion in the coming age of apprehension for "the Storm and Stress," waiting for the demise of the terrestrial body.
Mapping of the human genome allows us to understand what programs are the basis for the constitution of our bodies. The completion of the whole process of this decoding is now a question of time. After all, we'll have another trifling thing to worry about, dragging the burden of the"obsolete body"
(Stelarc).
When their DNAs are compared, chimpanzees and human beings are virtually similar. Despite this fact, many unenlightened people, imprisoned in the darkness of the body, want to emphasize the absolutelyi nsignificant differences in the color of the skin or hair or in gender. At the same time,
some people tries to createhuman sperms of murine origin.Conventional values are being challengedby extremely radical technologies.Feminism, as well as antiracism, seems tosuffer difficulty in forming a commonfront because of ideological conflictsamong the groups that once pursued
acommon cause. Our conceptual understanding of self still impedes the insight that our body is not much different from a computer bought at a shop, in the sense that it is an assembly of separate parts. The situation resembles the belief in the concept of a state or nation as communal illusion,
and this also will undergo a process of deconstruction in the same way as the globalization in economy and politics is gradually annihilating international borders and even nationalities.

Explanation on the "bodyfuture" installation
● informationbody
This database for future human bodies is indexed by three skin colors: BODY-W, BODY-Y, and BODY-B. Each body on the screen is painted in one of the three common skin colors, and, having both the breasts and the penis, symbolizes androgyny. At the start-up of the program, the touch-screen monitor
shows breasts of women with light, medium, and dark skins. An access to the data is provided by the touch on a nipple, which is the organ each of us must find out first thing after birth.
The informationbody software consists of 15 separate programs; five of which are games featuring interactive operation, two are databases, and eight are images and messages. See "How to use informationbody" for instructions and description of programs.
● ATCG floor
"ATCG" stands for adenine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine -- the four types of bases comprising DNA and coding for amino acids. When we try to understand the human body as a set of program data, we are astonished by the remarkable resemblance to the transaction of information taking place in our
computers, including errors that may occur during the registration of data. The lighting on the floor is controlled by a relay system. Relays are the electric elements used in earlier computers before the invention of transistors or vacuum tubes. Alan Turing, who devised the concept of a Turing machine, worked
on relay-based computers during World War II. Relays can be regarded as the prototype of the logic of computers.
● databody
According to an estimation, the amount of the DNA shaping the human body is about 23 megabytes. Here's a piece of silicone, on which we have printed the contour data from digital measurement of human bodies. The contour data have been provided by Human Science Research Institute, Wacoal Corp.,
where researchers have accumulated the physical data covering 30,000 women. These data only describe the surface morphology of the body, and they are intended for use in developing and designing of products worn on the body. However, future body designers who will design the shape of the body itself
may also benefit from this collection, as they are the precious records of the body shapes in the 20th century. In future, people will choose a body design before choosing an apparel design.
● Naomi scale
Always in the history of the pop culture, there has been an image of a woman body symbolizing the particular time. Marilyn Monroe in the 1960s, Grace Jones in the '70s, Madonna in the '80s, and Naomi Campbell in the '90s all had the physical body representative of their times. The relevance of their bodies
to the pop culture is undeniable. Although international beauty contests can provide "global standards," these are more like industrial standards and their cultural impact is weaker. Aside from the internationally admired bodies, there are various scales for measuring the body -- during various historical periods
and in various geographical areas -- attracting the attention of cultural anthropologists. Here we present a scale based on the body of the super-model Naomi Campbell.
● Wig tree
The wigs in various colors symbolize the future body concept, where people will no more be obsessed with the skin color or the hair color. In addition to the replaceability of internal organs, we'll be able to replace more and more freely the parts decorating the body surface. Piercing, tattoos, and other body
decorations will develop into new tribal cultures such as mechanical parts projecting from the skin or organs.
● Large Glass
The Large Glass by Marcel Duchamp was an instrument for semiotically deciphering the relationship between things and words. Duchamp denied art work to be appreciated on the retina, but advocated the art of thinking over things and meanings. We, however, more than suspect that the process of
"thinking" taking place in our brains is very fragile. Either we can't get out of the nested thought of "how do we think about thinking?" or we'll need in future an external intellect to judge on the transcendent thought. Here The Large Glass, in the sense that it interprets the body essentially as a data set, stands
for the age of super-dadaism -- more dadaistic than dadaism.

How to use informationbody
Informationbody is an interactive program that provides information-based visualization of the concept of bodyfuture installation. In principle, the user can operate and experience the program intuitively, without reading through the instructions.
Instructions
A touch-screen monitor enables the user to operate the program by touching a finger on particular positions on the screen.
At the start-up, messages run from left to right, and the woman breasts are shown in the center. Touching anywhere on the screen will change the screen.
Six breasts are shown side to side on the screen. The both ends of images are close-ups of the buttocks. Touching on the left end of the monitor causes leftward movement; touching on the right end causes rightward movement.
Each nipple works as the access button to each program.
Each body has six nipples; the one at the center works as the index showing which programs are located where.
There are eight "message-type programs" and seven "interactive programs." In the latter, the user can control the program on the screen.
Each interactive program has different methods of operation. The following "Description" explains the contents of each program and instructions for use.

Description
PROGRAM "W"

PROGRAM "Y"

PROGRAM "B"

1. Elvis on DNA
(Message)

1. Genetic Future - Space TicTacToe
(Interactive)

1. Evolution
(Message)

The image is a composite family photo showing Elvis Presley, his parents, and Elvis in his
childhood. The message summarizes, in the form of a mathematical formula, the opinion of a
biographer who gave a vulgar "genetic" explanation for Elvis's talent and his success as a
singer:
( French-Norman blood + Scottish-Irish blood ) X ( Indian lineage + Jewish lineage ) X (
circumstances + social conditioning + religious upbringing ) = Elvis Presley?

<<Instructions>>
A match of tic-tac-toe with the computer. The user must either win or lose this game before going
beyond this point. In the case of a drawn game, the user can press the REPLAY button to play
again. If the user wins, the futuristic image of gene programming directed toward space will
appear. If the user loses, the computer declares a victory, but the user can choose to play again.
Try whether you can defeat the computer!

The natural evolution of life will be changed drastically by the emergence of stronger rivals -machines or robots. Where are we now?

2. Image database
(Interactive)

According to the game theory, any game in which information is complete and moves are finite
has a strategy that certainly leads to either victory or draw. The tic-tac-toe program is a simple
example for understanding this fact. At the same time, it may provide an entrance to the
"intelligence" of computers.

Here the user can browse all animation images in the database used in the slot machine
program of informationbody. The user presses the buttons arranged vertically on the right
side, and the corresponding images are shown in the left area. Pressing on the picture image
starts the corresponding program.
3. Index
This index shows the location of the contents of this program. Pressing on the "press here to
return" mark leads the user to the menu screen.
4. Van Gogh
(Message)
Although painters and sculptors often speak of the human body, most of their comments on
the human body are practically the same. They treat, basically in the same manner, the
physical aspect of the theme. The following words by van Gogh, however, correctly point to
the fact that visual perception rests on the fragility of the insignificant functions of the brain.
The perception of visual information can often resemble the effects used in video/film editing,
such as still, stop motion, fast motion, and slow motion.
If anyone think I paint too fast, they are watching me too fast.
5. Body Slot Machine
(Interactive)
<<Instructions>>
Press the "medicine capsule" at the upper right corner to start, and the letters "X", "Y", and
"*" start revolving. Pressing the green, red, and yellow "tablets" stops the revolution of letters
and selects a combination of letters, depending on the timing of pressing. When three
identical letters have been selected, the user can see the animation picture corresponding to
the combination.
Medicines and artificial prostheses will be indispensable to body remodeling in the near
future. Human beings will survive in various environments and elongate the life span, making
use of medicines to strengthen muscles, medicines to make the brain smarter, and
prostheses that support activities under any conditions from the earth's gravity to outer
space.
6. Remote body, Home body
(Message)
One of the predictions by Hans Moravec, Professor of Robotics Institute at Carnegie Melon
University. His consideration on the robotic body, which is a person's other self, remote
controlled from a great distance. The remote bodies we will inhabit can be stronger, faster
and have better senses than our "home" body.

2. BrainTrek
(Interactive)
<<Instructions>>
Here the user can see MRI images of the brain 3-dimensionally along the X, Y, and Z axes. The
blue button at the top of the screen selects the X axis, the yellow button the Y axis, and the red
button the Z axis. The triangle button to the left shows multiple continuous sections along the
selected axis.
The interior view of the brain tells us the history of perception. Descartes considered that the
pineal body was the center of the mind.
3. Index
This index shows the location of the contents of this program. Pressing on the "press here to
return" mark leads the user to the menu screen.
4. ZEN Body
(Message)
The world already exists in your head.
Everything is deja vu or deja explore: been there, done that. -- Paul Virillio
5. Chromosome Slot Machine
(Interactive)
<<Instructions>>
Press the "eyeball" at the upper right corner to start, and the letters "X", "Y", and "*" start
revolving. Pressing the three "eyeballs" at the center stops the revolution of letters and selects a
combination of letters, depending on the timing of pressing. When three identical letters have been
selected, the user can see the animation picture corresponding to the combination. Watch the
chance events of gene combination on the slot machine.
6. DNA explosion
(Message)
When gene information as a data set obtains independence from the body that is useful for
nothing but reproduction, egoistic genes will not need fashion.

2. Gene in the Box
(Message)
It's all in the Genes.
3. Index
This index shows the location of the contents of this program. Pressing on the "press here to
return" mark leads the user to the menu screen.
4. Gene Map
(Interactive)
A convenient database of the genetic data that have been read from genes at this time.
<<Instructions>>
The red dots on the circle surrounding a gene map represent positions on the gene. The user can
press these red dots to display the names of genetic diseases coded at corresponding positions.
5. GEO Slot machine
(Interactive)
<<Instructions>>
Press the "circle" at the center to start, and the letters "X", "Y", "Z" and a sphere start revolving.
Pressing the three geometric figures at the center stops the revolution of letters and selects a
combination of letters, depending on the timing of pressing. When three identical letters have been
selected, the user can see the animation picture corresponding to the combination. The
animations show nanotech robots supplementing or enhancing various physiological functions in
the body.
6. Smart Brain
(Message)
Key points for revitalization of our brains that are getting more and more obsolate.
Increase the amount of oxygen delivered to the brain!
Enhance metabolism in brain cells!
Slow the deposit of age pigment in the brain!
Prevent free radical damage to brain cells!
Increse intelligence, memory, learning, and recall!

